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10. The leader should consider changing the unit's direction of movement once contact is broken. This reduces the ability of the
enemy to place effective indirect fire on the unit. 
11. Elements and Soldiers that become disrupted stay together and move to the last designated rally point. 
12. Unit leaders account for Soldiers, reports the situation to higher leadership, reorganize as necessary, and continue
the mission. 

REACT TO AMBUSH (NEAR) (07-3-D9502) 
CONDITIONS:  (Dismounted/mounted) The unit is moving tactically, conducting operations. The enemy initiates contact 
with direct fire within hand grenade range. All or part of the unit is receiving accurate enemy direct fire. 

CUE: This drill begins when the enemy initiates ambush within hand grenade range. 
STANDARDS: 
Dismounted. Soldiers in the kill zone immediately return fire on known or suspected enemy positions and assault through 
the kill zone. Soldiers not in the kill zone locate and place “well-aimed” suppressive fire on the enemy. The unit assaults 
through the kill zone and destroys the enemy. 
Mounted. Vehicle gunners immediately return fire on known or suspected enemy positions as the unit continues to move 
out of the kill zone. Soldiers on disabled vehicles in the kill  zone dismount, occupy covered positions and engage the enemy 
with accurate fire. Vehicle gunners and Soldiers outside the kill zone suppress the enemy. The unit assaults through the kill zone 
and destroys the enemy. The unit leader reports the contact to higher headquarters 

TASK STEPS 
1. Dismounted unit. (See figure 8-6.) Unit personnel take the following actions: 

a. Soldiers in the kill zone execute one of the following two actions: 
(1) Return fire immediately. If cover is not available, immediately and without order or signal, assault through the 
kill zone. 
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Figure 8-6. 06-3-D9502. React to ambush (near) (dismounted) 

(2) Return fire immediately. If cover is not available, without order or signal, occupy the nearest covered position and 
throw smoke grenades. (See figure 8-7.) 
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Figure 8-7. 07-3-D9502. Returning fire immediately 
b. Soldiers in the kill zone assault through the ambush using fire and movement. 
c. Soldiers not in the kill zone identify the enemy location, place “well-aimed” suppressive fire on the enemy's position and
shift fire as Soldiers assault the objective 
d. Soldiers assault through and destroy the enemy position. (See figure 8-8.)
e. The unit leader reports the contact to higher headquarters. 
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Figure 8-8. 07-3-D9502. Assaulting through enemy positions 
2.. Mounted unit takes the following actions: 

a. Vehicle gunners in the kill zone immediately return fire and deploy vehicle smoke, while moving out of the kill zone. 
b. Soldiers in disabled vehicles in the kill zone immediately obscure themselves from theenemywithsmoke, dismount if 
possible, seekcovered positions, andreturn fire. 
c. Vehicle gunners and Soldiers outside of the kill zone identify the enemy positions, place "well-aimed" suppressive fire 
on the enemy, and shift fire as Soldiers assault the objective. 
d. The unit leader calls for and adjusts indirect fire and requests close air support, according to the mission, enemy, 
terrain and weather, troops and support available-time available, and civil considerations (METT-TC). 
e. Soldiers in the kill zone assault through the ambush and destroy the enemy. 
f. The unit leader reports the contact to higher headquarters. 


